ENERGY LOSSES OF LOW-ENERGY PHOTOELECTRONS TO THERMAL ELECTRONS (Received 7 September 1970)
Investigators in ionospheric physics have been using au expression dezived by Butler and Buckingham (1962) to calculate the photoelectron energy loss rate to the ambient electron gas. Schunk and Hays (1971) have shown that this expression has been hmrrectly applied in photoelectron calculations due to the importance of Cerenkov wave generation and quantum effects for energetic electrons. This note extends the loss rate expression for photoelectrons to thermal energies.
The photoelectron energy loss rate can be expressed in a form given by Itikawa and Aono ( 
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For these c!&ulations n = 106 cm-*. 
In these expressions Q), is the electron plasma fmquency, m the electron mass, n the electron density, 2' the electron temperature, k Bdznann's constant, o the test electron speed, E the energy, v. = (2kTfm)r/* the electron thermal speed, --c the electron charge and ln y is Euler's constant. The term (v~v~)G~ (v~~,) represents the dependence of the Coulomb logarithm on the photoelectron velocity and contains the energy loss rate due to the Cerenkov emission of Itikawa (1963)* and numerical values of (v a,)G,(a/v,) are presented in Table 1 based on that technique. P lasma waves. The calculation of G&/a,) was discussed by Figure 1 shows the ratio of the correct energy loss rate to that commonly used in ionospheric physics for several values of the ambient electron temperature. At the higher energies the correct energy loss rate has beeu cakulated from the asymptotic expression given by Schunk and Hays (1971) . In summary, the photoeiectron energy loss rate to the ambient electron gas can be obtamed for all photoelectron energies from Equation (1) and the asymptotic expression given by Schunk and Hays (1971) . For photoelectron energies E > 49kT the asymptotic expression is within one per cent of the complete expression (I). 
